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MARSHALL UNIVERSITY 
Tuesday 
Morch 17, 1992 PARTHENON 
Streamlining to save $395,000 
By Brad McElhlnny 
Presidential Correspondent --
Although three of eight admin-
istrative reductions announced 
last week involve the student 
affairs office, PresidentJ. Wade 
Gilley said he doesn't think that 
office was treated unfairly. 
And Dr. Nell Bailey, vice-presi-
Hang in there 
dent for student affairs, said she 
wasn't surprised by the move. 
"By and large, faculty and 
administrators don't understand 
what people in student affairs · 
do," she said. "I've heard since 
I've been here - and this is not 
unique to Marshall - 'What do 
you do over there? What do all 
those people do?' 
"Basically we've taken our hits. 
I expect when [Gilley) came on 
campus a lot of people said they 
don't need all those people in 
student affairs. I hate to see it 
being sliced up. I don't quite 
understand all the reasons, but 
he must have good rationale." 
Gilley said layoffs for the di-
rector and associate director of 
residence life - positions in the 
Division of Student Affairs -
were because of plans to consoli-
date the Residence Life Office 
with the Housing Office. 
The position of associate dean 
of student affairs also was elimi-
nated, but Gilley said "she does 
See SAVE, Page 2 
Pholo by David L Swtrw 
A construction worker grabs onto a beam while working on the Smith Hall cooling tower. The cooling tower is between Smith and the parking garage. 
MU-PD s.uggests ways to protect property 
Editor's Note: This Is the first of a 
three-part series concerning cam-
pus crime. Part 1 deals with larceny 
and suggests ways resident hall 
students can protect themselves. 
Part 2 deals with assaults on and 
off campus. The series was written 
prior to Capt. Eugene Crawford's 
death last week. 
By Michael Belcher 
Staff Writer -------
It's Wednesday night, and 
you're packing your things to 
leave early for the weekend. 
You go to your dresser to get 
your wallet, and your money's 
gone. 
You've been ripped offi 
Dallas E. Thompson, Cedar 
Grove freshman, used to think 
that happened to other people. 
But he was a victim Jan. 22. 
Thompson was one of several 
victims of larceny on his floor 
this school year, said Twin Tow-
ers East resident adviser and 
Moundsville junior Steven T. 
Woodburn. 
"In the past, CD's, Nintendo 
tapes, and small bills, mostly fives 
and tens, h ave turned up miss-
ing," Woodburn said. 
Some students in the residence 
halls make themselves easy vic-
tims for the criminal, MUPD of-
fleer Jim E. Terry said. 
Leaving the bedroom door un-
locked while taking a shower or 
visiting a friend down the hall is 
an invitation for thieves, Terry 
said. 
The problem is that students 
are too trusting," Terry said. 
"After living on the floor for two 
weeks, they think they know 






By Jonathan Price 
Reporter - --- ----
Capt. Eugene F. Crawford, 
assistant director of the Office of 
Public Safety, died of heart fail-
ure Wednesday at Cabell Hunt-
ington Hospital. He was 51 years 
old. 
A memorial service will be 
conaucted at 12 p.m. today in the 
Memorial Student Center's Don 
Morris Room. 
Release time from classes and 
jobs has been granted so stu-
dents, faculty and staff may at-
tend th e service, said Janis F. 
Winkfield, a typing assistant in 
the James E. Morrow Library 
who is responsible for organiz-
ing the service. 
Crawford served in the Office 
of Public Safety for 22 years and 
acted as assistant director for 
the past six years. 
Services were conducted Fri-
day at Highlawn United Meth-
odistChurch in Huntington. Rev. 
Bill Shiley officiated. Mourners 
were asked to make donations to 
charities of their choice instead 
of sending flowers. 
In addition to his service to the 
university, Crawford was presi-
dentofCabell County Lodge 122, 
Fraternal Order of Police, and 
served as its state chaplain.-
He was a former president of 
the West Virginia Society for 
Autistic Children and Staff 
Council. He also was a state di-
rector of security for the West 
Virginia Special Olympics. 
Survivors- include his wife, 
Wanda Crawford; his son, Robert 
Crawford of Huntington and a 
cousin, Clarence William Mar-




From Page 1 
student research, and it's not 
clear to me what kind of student 
research we're doing." 
Gilley announced •Operation 
Streamline II" March 10, esti-
mating it would result in 
$395,000in savings for next year 
and $440,000 in subsequent 
years. 
Besides the previously men-
tioned layoffs. the university has 
cut the associate deans of the 
College of Business 'and the Col-
lege of Liberal Arts. 
Furthermore, Gilley said, the 
equivalent of another position 
will be cut when two associate 
deans and the director of clinical 
experience in the College of 
Education relinquish adminis-
trative time to teach classes. 
The university also plans to 
eliminate the position of the di-
rector of the Institute for the 
Arts, but Gilley said that post 
could be retained if enough pri-
vate money is raised to support 
iL 
Two jobs in the Center for 
Research and Economic Devel-
opment will be affected: coordi-
nator of special projects and 
programmanagerfortechnology. 
Most of the reductions will be 
effective June 30, although three 
will be effective Dec. 31. 
Gilley said laid-off employees 
will given "first shot" to apply for 
other jobs that become available 
in the university. He said War-
ren Lutz, associate dean for lib-
eral arts, already has been named 
intetim dean of enrollment 
management. 
The president said he doesn't 
know if there will be more lay-
offs. He said all but one of the 
e.liminated positions were in-
cluded on a list sent to him by 
Faculty Senate President Robert 
Sawrey. 
FF CAMPUS HOUSING 
NOW Leasing for Summer and Fall Terms 
A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
"COME SEE THE DIFFERENCE" 
We acoommodalc ISO.. students. l lO 4 bedroom units available. •Each 
bedroom has its own bathroom! I •sun Decks •Spiral Staircases 
•Security •Extra Clean •Great Fmniture • All utilities paid •Parking 
•Laundry •Pets allowed w/fee *Central Heat&. Air •Full time staff 
~-1-.. ............ THE FIONN GROUP 522-047 




College transfe.rs accepted. 
Financial Aid Available 
for Spring Classes. 
Don't Wait! 
Make the Call Today. 
Hlnington Jlrior 
Colege of Busmess 




From Page 1 
every one on the floor and leave 
their valuables unattended." 
Capt. Eugene F. Crawford, 
assistant director of the Office of 
Public Safety, said larceny is the 
most commonly reported crime 
on campus. 
In 1991, 135 larcenies on 
campus ·were reported, totaling 
$28,156 in lost property with 
about $13,000 recovered, 
Crawford said. 
The largest number of on-
campus crimes were committed 
inside the residence halls. 
Freshman are usually victims 
of theft. because they are unin- · 
fom:ied about prevention tactics. 
He suggested mtimbers of the 
residence halls stand in their 
doorway and observe their room 
from a thiefs point of view. 
"Most people keep their desk. 
close to the door so they can dump 
their wallet or purse, keys and 
textbooks down as soon as they 
come in,- Crawford said. •Little 
color TVs, computer equipment, 
portable CD players and other 
items usually are kept on · the 
dresser and are the easiest items 
Tuesday, Mc;uch 17, 1992 
sold or pawned." 
Keeping valuables as far away 
from the door as possible, plac-
ing a bed or chair near the door 
as an obstacle and engraving 
social security numbers on valu-
ables all act as deterrents for 
thieves, Crawford said. 
. -We know that by making it 
moredifficultforthethieftosteal 
and get rid_of your items, the 
chances are less that you're going 
to be a victim." · 
Statistics about thefts are 
misleading because many stu-
dents never file reports with 
MUPD, Crawford.said. 
IBM and The MU Bookstore 
Announces All-New Prices ·on IBM Computer Systems 
for every student and faculty need. 
14' Coioi 
MicrotOft Wc,d 
Preloaded loftw.. for Windows 1.1 •• 
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Pri~ters also at Extra Savings! 
IBMl'nlpnrMr24P 
4212 Model 001, nanow carriage 
24•wke do! matrix, Near-letter-QUality 
64 cps, Draft mode 192 cps. and 
seven type fonts. . 
Onie, No. 1IOIM51 $311 
Choices include: 
Hewlell-l'llckanlPelnlJer 
eoto, graphlcll Printer 
Model HP 3830-A 
Hlgh•qua~ty cola< graphics• ISO x 1ao DPI. 
near-leller•qualily lex!. prints on paper or 
transparency film. IBM compatible. 
Order No. 24e8813 $MIi 
.. t..MrPrlnler E 
4011 Model E01 
Letter-quality taxi up to live pages per minu1e. 
g,aphlcs up to 300x300 DPI. single-element. 
prim ca~ridge and two font card slots. 
Onie< No. 1809450 $1,044 
Other Software Packages Available! · 
Micro-Channel and A-T base~ systems Now Available! 
Call The MU Bookstore 
or Your IBM Representative 
at 696-2541 
Ask about our Loan For learning! 
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Democrats support vote to transfer 
defense money into s·ocial programs 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Top·Democrats 
want the House to defy President Bush ·· • President Bush has complained 
next week and vote to 
.------, switch $6.4 billion from that the measure would cut too 
defense to domestic deeply in'to defense. 
NATION 
programs. But people 
like Bette Giesing are 
making their job 
tougher. 
The deputy 
mayor of Groton, 
. Conn., traipsed around 
the Capitol last Thursday, lobbying law-
makers against proposed defense cuts 
that would curtail work at her city's giant 
General Dynamics Corp. submarine fac-
tory. 
"The savings they're going to create 
will have to go to people who become 
unemployed," Giesing said. 
Thanks to people like Giesing and the 
crushing impact that defense slashes could 
have on his district, Rep. Sam Gejdenson, 
D-Conn., doesn't know whether he will 
support party leaders on next week's vote. 
Gejdenson, a liberal representing Gro-
ton, normally would be eager to strengthen 
domestic programs. 
Because of potential defections by 
Gejdenson and other Democrats, the 
House vote. on transferring defense dol-
lars to programs such as education and 
road-building looks too close to call. 
That means that an embarrassing 
election-year defeat could loom for Demo-
crats, who think the bill may persuade · 
voters that they - not Bush - have the 
best ideas for halting the recession. 
"There's no question that would un-
dercut our message that we're trying to 
reorder priorities, we're trying to invest 
in America," conceded House Budget Com-
mittee Chairman Leon Panetta, D-Calif. 
Bush said last week that Democrats 
"want to cut into the muscle of defense." 
House members question bank's records 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Scores of House 
members are likely to stampede the eth-
ics committee this week to check the accu-
racy of the bank records used to brand 
them as writers of rubber checks. 
Rep. James V. Hansen, R-Utah, rank-
ing GOP member of°the ethics panel, said 
.----· --, the committee kept its 
NATION 
doors open this weekend 
so members could review. 
their data. 
Across the coun-
try this weekend, mem-
bers attributed rubber 
checkstothesloppy,slip-
shod bookkeeping of the House bank. 
Menbers said the House bank rarely 
bothered to notify them when there were 
insufficient funds to cover a check. The 
checks didn't actually bounce -the bank 
covered the overdrafts with money fro~ 
overall deposits. 
Rep. Benjamin L. Cardin, D-Md., an-
other member of the panel which sift.ed 
through the banks's records, called them 
"hopelessly i~accurate." Cardin and 
H_ansen spoke Sunday on ABC-TV's "This 
Week With David Brinkley." 
"A complete mess," agreed Rep, Fred 
Grandy, R-Iowa, another member of the 
committee. 
The panel has identified.296 current 
House members and 59 former ones as 
cashing at least one bad check. It has 
focused on 24 current and former mem-
bers as "worst abusers" - those who 
wrote so many bad checks their next 
monthly paycheck would not cover the 
• Rep. Benjamin L. Cardin, D-Md. 
called the House bank's records 
"hopelessly inaccurate. " 
deficit at least eight of the 39 months 
covered by the investigation. 
The Associated Press learned the 
names of 22 of the top 24 from congres-
sional sources on Saturday, and Rep. 
Mickey Edwards, R-Okla., added his own 
name to the list Sunday. 
"What really bothers me is that if I'm 
guilty, I don't mind 'fessing up to it," said 
former Rep. Tommy Robinson of Arkan-
sas, identified by congressional sources 
as the bank's worst abuser, writing 996 
bad checks. 
But Robinson, whose initial reaction 
was complete disbelief, said he was never 
told of any problem with his bank account 
during his six years in the House. 
!'I just [have the] suspicion from the 
bottom of my heart that money from one 
congressman's account was used to pay 
someone else's hot check," said Robinson, 
who was elected to Congress as a Demo-
crat but who became a Republican in 
1989. He said he would ask for the records 
on which the list was based. 
Many House memberscaught up in the 
banking mess said the data was wrong. 
An aide to Rep. Bob Mrazek, D-N.Y., 
No. 2 on the list supplied by the congres-
sional sources, conceded the bank had to 
hold some ofMrazek's checks. 
But "there is no way the number 972 is 
true," said Administrative Assistant 
Thomas Barry. Since the bank never told 
Mrazek there was a problem, he "had no 
indication there was anything wrong," 
Barry said. 
Mrazek did get a message Sunday 
morning at his district office in Hunting-
ton: Someone taped a handmade check 
for$1 million on the office door and printed 
over it, "INSUFFICIENT FUNDS." 
Anpther New-Yorker, Democrat Jim 
Scheuer, said he simply didn't write the 
169 bad checks the ethics committee says 
he did. 
His press secretary, Peter Woolfolk, 
said a certified public accountant who 
analyzed the congressman's check book 
concluded that "no checks were ever 
bounced." 
"If the House bank had properly posted 
deposits ... sufficient funds would have 
been available to cover most checks re-
ceived by the bank," Woolfolk said. 
Former Rep. James Bates, D-Calif., 
questioned the accuracy of the data indi-
cating he wrote 89 bad checks. Contacted 
in California, he said ethics panel investi-
gators told him they could not release his 
banking records. 
In Texas, former Speaker Jim Wright, 
who the sources said wrote 139 bad checks 
totaling $37,000, said: "That has to be an 
inaccuracy. I never wrote that many 
checks." Wright was not included on the 
list of 24 worst abusers. 
MU 
ABINGDON. v.a. 
Judge hears arguments 
on miner's benefits 
Retired coal miners want a federal 
judge to order the continuation of 
their health-care benefits while 
Congress, the Bush administration 
and the industry haggle over how to 
pay the. bills. 
U.S. DistrictJudge Glen Williams 
planned to hear arguments Monday 
on whether to prohibit the suspen-
sion of their health benefits next 
month even though the $115 million 
deficit in the insurance funds con-
tinues to escalate. 
MOSCOW 
Yeltsin takes control 
of Russian army 
Russian President Boris Yeltsin 
issued a decree Monday creating a 
new Russian Defense Ministry and 
named himself acting defense min-
ister, a senior official said. 
Vice Premier Sergei Shakhrai said 
Russian soldiers would stay under 
the control of the Commonwealth of 
Independent States for the time 
being. 
He said Yeltsin had assumed "the 
temporary functions of minister of 
defense" to calm the debate between 
generals and politicians over candi-
dates for the post. 
HIGHLAND PARK, Mich. 
General Motors executive 
to replace Lee lacocca 
Robert J. Eaton, General Motors 
Corp.'s top executive in Europe, was 
named Monoday as the eventual suc-
cessor to Chrysler Corp. Chairman 
Lee Iacocca. 
Eaton also was named to the 
company's board of directors. He will 
become chairman and chief execu-
tive officer when Iacocca steps down 
Dec. 31. 
lacocca, 67, previously had ·indi-
cated he intended to retire as chief 
executive by the end of the year but 
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·OPINION 
University mourns · 
a tragic loss 
"A man's dying is more the survivors' 
affair than his own." 
Thomas Mann 
He was a nice man. 
That's the feeling held by those ·who had the 
chance to get to know MUPD Captain Eugene 
Crawford. 
He was a nice man, and now he's left us. . 
Crawford passed away Wednesday from heart 
failure. He was 51 years old. _ 
He had been with the Office of Public Safety for 
the past 22 years, helping to ensure that our 
campus was kept safe for students and staff alike. 
He conducted endless rape prevention seminars, 
advising thousands of young women how to protect 
themselves if attacked. · 
He was a tireless defender of the publics right to 
know and was always willing to give information to 
The Parthenon when questioned. 
His openness and candor will be sorely missed. 
Beyond the realm of our university, Crawford 
was an active civic leader. 
He was President of the local Fraternal Order of 
Police, and had served as as F.O.P. state chaplain. 
He also was deeply commited to the cause of 
those with Autism, due in part to his son, Robert, 
having the disorder. 
Crawford had served as President of the West 
Virginia Society for Autistic Children. 
He also served on countless other civic commit• 
tees and participated in a number of other civic or• 
ganizations. 
Today at noon in the Don Morris room of Memo• 
rial Student Center a memorial service will-be 
conducted in his honor. 
The staff of The Parthenon would like to encour• 
age all university employees and students to at• 
tend this service, to show their appreciation to this 
man who gave so much to our university. 
This loss was best expressed by Donald Salyers 
who worked with Crawford in the Office of Public 
Safety. 
"Geae had countless friends throughout the com• 
munity. His sincerity and genuine concern for 
people were unsurpassed. He always wanted to 
help all the people he could, and he delighted in it," 
Salyers said. "We have all suffered a tragic loss 
with his passing." 
Indeed we have. 
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MEMORANDUM 
Jack: 
Like so many before ~e, I,too, 
fell swiftly, and my neck just 
relatively painless, just like 
have fallen prey to the budget ax. It 
happened to· be in the way, I guess 
the movies. 
Nothing personal, I'm assured. J. tells me my cartoons use too much 
paper_ something about Nitzschke and the damn deficit.It's too late 
for it'1;~ve positions like director of residence life and a few asso-
ciate deans - nothing vital, I'm again assured. 
If I stay, J. says they'll -have to cut into the already low salaries 
of Bill ·Burdette ($48,608), C.T. Mitchell ($60,792), Layton Cottrill 
($65,828). Those positions have too great of an effect on the student 
body to be touched. I guess $8.50 a cartoon is too much. 
,..o ..... 
" Maybe I can into another university position I'm qualified for. Keep 
you posted, as I'm sure you' re much concerned. c:··1c~ -- ' .92) 
Lengthy letter 
found objectionable 
To the Editor: 
I found the recent lengthy letter 
by MAPS member Jason Huber to be 
mildly objectionable in some ways. 
Although Mr. Huber and his associ-
ates of MAPS are entitled to their 
opinions, this letter and its thinly 
disguised radical tone clearly dem-
. onstrate to the campus at large why 
Marshall Action for Peaceful Solu• 
tions is a permanent fixture of the 
lunatic fringe of this university. 
Huber's closing statements about 
power and seizure of property could 
be perceived as a revolutionary 
manifesto and not a Peaceful Solu-
tion that seeks social equity for all. 
In my opinion, groups such as 
MAPS advocate fighting the powers 
that are in control more often than 
encouraging non-violent change. 
Could it be that their members have 
silently admitted the tactics of the 
extreme right are necessary for their 
revolutionary agenda for reform? As 
long as MAPS continues its destruc-
tive course of radically celebrated 
causes to win the appeal of the masses 
it will remain an objective of pity to 
those who do not fully agree with its 
extreme agenda. 
One final editorial complaint I 
wouldliketornakeaboutMr.Huber's 
letter concerns its unnecessary 
length in the letter page. Beneath 
his letter the Parthenon letter policy 
clearly states the following: "Letters 
may be no longer than 300 words." 
This is the second letter this semes-
ter, that I can recall, which took up 
the entire section devoted to letters 
from the campus community. Mr. 
Huber's letter alone is about 625 
words, give or take a few, which 
suggests certain students have 
greater· license to rave than others. 
Huber's letter should have been 
labeled guest commentary since his 
300 plus word length manuscript 
took precedent over other students' 
· letters for publication. Oh, I should 
mention that this letter is just under 
the limit quoted above. 
Letter writer was 
wasting his time 
Edwl R Hane To the Editor: n . y 
Ironton, Ohio graduate student 
What would walk 
out accomplish? 
To the Editor: 
I am writing in response to the 
article published on March 5. I am 
refering to the story quoting Taclan 
Romey as saying students will walk 
out of class if funding is not given to 
Marshall University. To begin with, 
I don't remember a consensus of 
students. Did we say we would walk 
out? I don't remember saying that. 
Do you? Secondly, I've lived through 
one strike at Temple University in 
Philadelphia. In the fall of '90 the 
faculty at Temple went on strike for 
two and a half months. There were 
no classes and the students were 
wasting their time and money the 
entire time. Nothing was accom• 
plished except an extended fall 
semester and a cut of Christmas 
break. If students do walk out of 
class, only one of two things will 
happen: One, everyone will fail or 
get an incomplete, or; two, the spring 
semester will be extended into the 
summer. Does this sound appealing 
to most of the students? It sure doesn't 
sound like a viable option to me. The 
best course of ~ction would be to 
petition the capitol while attending 
class. If students like Romey are so 
concerned about tuition prices, why 
don't they want to pay for classes 
they aren't attending. The next time 
Romey wants to look good right 
before an election, I think he snould 
actually see what the students think. 
M. Adam Taylor 
Huntington sophomore 
In response to the letter {lrinted on 
Feb. 25. I am under the impression 
thatJ ason Huber is wasting his time 
fighting issues that are obsolete. It's 
not cool to be racist anymore, not on 
this campus or anywhere, and of 
those who are, it's obvious they will 
never accomplish their goals. 
Although it seems the African-
American Student Office is being ex-
clusionary by changing the name of 
that office from the Minority Affairs 
Office, it was evidently done without 
protest from other minorities on 
campus who were evidently not tak-
ing advantage of its services. 
So now that all the other minori-
ties on campus (myselfincluded, I'm 
a girl) are freed of the confinements 
of that one minority office and can 
now form all the individual offices 
we like around campus. And I'd bet 
you'd support every one of them 
wouldn't you, Jason? I won't bother 
filling this column listing all the 
possibilities. 
Jason represents that faction of 
society which the educational and 
occupational systems favor, the pale 
males, the only non-minority in the 
country. 
Minorities as a whole constitute 
over half the student body here at 
MU. Does that not make the pale 
males, the non•minorities, a minor• 
ity also? 
My advice to Jason? Take advan-
tage of your privileged position. There 
may be a day when you actually have 




'Free Thinker' claims sh·ould be examined 
Stan Spomy is out of the closet. 
He announced in his March 3, 
letter to The Parthenon that he 
isa"FreeThinker."Havingmade 
his confession, he is glad he said 
iL I'm glad he said it too. Let's 
examine just how "free" his 
"thinking" is. 
Spomy i~ well versed in the 
buzz words. Take for instance 
"politically correct." Edward 
Herman of the Annenberg School 
of Communications said it best; 
"The phrase has been deployed 
recently by spokespersons of the 
status quo and reactionaries of 
the far right to designate chal-
lenges by dissidents and minori-
ties to word usages and curricula 
deemed insulting and narrow. 
The phrase is a shrewd choice for 
its cµrrent users, as 'political' 
suggests an extraneous and hid-
den agenda, 'correct' implies 
absolutetruth and the abandon-
ment of the unbiased search for 
the truth; and the two together 
have a sinister, left parochial left 
coercive flavor." The meaning-
less phrase has been used so 
frequently in the press, it has 
become tiresome. 
Spomy says he is "repulsed" 
with MAPS "bombastic claptrap." 
If meaningless language, empty 
talk and the desire to get atten-
tion were our goal, we couldjoin 
$GA and wouldn't have to take 
shit from people like Spomy. our 
members have been attacked, 
harassed and vilified for years 
for standing up for what they 
believe in and for examining 
issues the majority finds uncom-
fortable. There is nothing new, 
whatsoever, in Spomy's claim 
Guest Commentary 
By David K. McGee 
Huntington graduate student 
that we do what we do for atten-
tion. Everyone who has ever_ 
taken a stand against the status 
quo knows this. 
Sporny accused us ofbeing"the 
main wedge between diverse 
groups on campus" and of alien-
ating"thevast majority of people 
who live by the golden rule."This 
is of course pure, unthinking 
bunk. The wedge between diverse 
segments of society has always 
been there, MAPS is only expos-
ing it to discussion. 
Another tired accusation 
Spomy repeats is that MAPS is 
· somehow hypocritical because we 
advocate direct action and that 
is inconsistent with the "Peace-
ful Solutions" in our name. Mr. 
Spornyneedonlyread the works 
of Martin Luther King to under-
stand the concept of non-violent 
action to create conflict and ten-
sion, out of which change be-
comes possible. 
Spomy calls Louis Farrakhan 
a racist. This is incorrect. Ra-
cism is prejudice plus power. 
Even the Journalism school, with 
all its faults, teaches us this. He 
calls Idi Amin a racist for killing 
overlOO,000peoplefromanother. 
tribe. Amin no more murdered 
those people because of their race 
than White Union soldiers killed 
White Confederate soldiers be-
cause of their race. And what 
does Amin's wife running a 
poaching racket have to do with 
this issue? 
Spomy says, "Any normal per-
son who possesses the ability to 
think freely and logically, under-
stands that when the Minority 
Student Affairs Office became 
the African-American Students 
Office, other minorities were 
excluded." Again bunk. The name 
change reflected the reality of 
the situation. The inclusion of · 
the word "minority" to define the 
office is, in itself, conferring a 
second-class status to many 
campus groups. Gay students 
and other "minorities" did hot 
use the facility to any extent 
before the change. To continue to 
pretend that all students were 
represented on campus by the 
Minority Student Office would 
be a disservice to gays and others 
and an easy out for the admini-
stration to ignore the rampant 
homophobia on this campus. An 
office for gay and lesQian stu-
dents has been asked for for some 
time by members of Lambda The 
time has come to acknowledge 
that request. 
Spomy •claims someone was 
given tenure without the requi-
site degree. I must ask Spomy, 
was this person on Marshall's 
campus? If so, according to the 
Greenbook, a master's degree is 
the requisite degree for tenure. 
Did someone with only a 
bachelor's degree receive tenure 
by "crying racism at everybody 
who disagrees with him?" If this 
happened we would like to know 
who the person was and how you 
know he "terrorized" the admini-
stration. Or did you just "think" 
that's :what happened? 
Spomy accuses MAPS of creat-
ing "resentment among other-
wise kind and fair-minded 
people." Spomy does not under-
stand institutional racism. In an 
article in the American Journal 
ofSociology,Jan.1971,Johnson, 
Sears .and McConahay wrote, 
"Racial Oppression now comes 
more oft.en from the indifference 
and inattention of apparently 
polite and well-meaning whites 
than from naked bigotry. Blacks 
as persons, and their grievances, 
are too easily put out of mind. 
Preoccupied with their own inter-
ests, even the most liberal of 
whites have been distracted from 
the faint signals emanatingfro:rn 
the isolated ghetto." 
Spomy pats himselfon the back 
for risks he has taken "speaking 
up for truly wronged people." To 
my knowledge, his "risks" con-
sist of writing a few letters to the 
editor from the safety ofhis home 
or office. I am truly not surprised 
by the stand he took with his 
letter. The letter was typical of 
liberal arm-chair activists who 
sanctimoniously pass judgment 
on those of us willing to wait 
another 500 years for an end to 
racism, sexism and homophobia 
in our society. 
MAPS has no manifesto. We 
• 1n full 
pay no dues. We do however have 
meetings. So. Mr. Spomy, while 
yousitinyouroffice"FreeThink-
ing" about the "truly wronged," 
please consider these facts: 
• For black children under six, 
the poverty rate is a record high 
of 51.1 percent. 
• Blacks are incarcerated at a 
rate six times that for whites-
one out of every four African-
American males will go to prison 
at least once in his lifetime. 
• At the above rate a black male 
in America is twice as likely to go 
to prison as he would be if he 
were living under apartheid in 
South Africa. 
• If the trend holds, half of all 
black males in the U.S. will go to 
prison by the end of the present 
decade. 
• According to ACLU statistics, 
non-whites consistently receive 
sentences 30 percent more se-
vere than whites for identical 
offenses. 
•Morality shows a substantial 
racial discrepancy; whites live 
about six years longer than 
blacks. 
• Blacks have substantially 
lower labor force participation 
rates than whites. 
•Black unemployment rates 
are not conw:irging with white 
unemployment rates-the ration 
has remained about two-to-one 
since the mid-1950s. 
• Black men earn about 16 
percent less per hour than white 
men. 
We are the Brain Internal Reve-
nue Service. 
We hope we didn't tax yours 
too much. 
'Free Thinker' pleased with immediate response 
Editor's Note: The above commen-
tary by Mr. David McGee also was 
clrculated around campus In the 
form of a newsletter labeled the PR-
THENON. That la the "hyphenated-
rag" that Mr. Sporny refers to In his 
commentary. 
Guest Commentary 
By Stan Sporny 
Assistant professor of art 
The immediate positive reac- schools of North Philadelphia. I 
tion to my recent letter in The won't go into details, but I stuck 
Parthenon has been overwhelm- it out for most of the school year. 
ing. Even people who support Being only a substitute, I trav-
MAPS in many causes have eled around quite a bit. Taking 
voiced their approval of, as one weapons off children was a new 
person put it, "at last, a rational experience for me, as was being 
voice." told by the ·offender that he was 
I seem to have struck a nerve, . going to cut my white ass. I was 
though,judging by the unctu.ous no longer teaching, I was in grad 
reply in the hyphenated-rag of school, when I saw my _best stu-
March 4. dent, the only student in her 
The writer seems to think that school with a 4.0 average, listed 
I am some kind of"liberal arm- in the obituaries. Stabbed to· 
chair activist." At the risk of death by her fellow ninth-grad-
trying to sound like some sort of ers. Linda Roundtree. At the 
hero, I will, breifly-as-I-can, do same time I was also working at 
some autobiography. Upon night in the truck terminal of the 
graduating from college in 1968, Post Office. My fellow employees 
I volunteered to teach in the declared me "best token white 
boy." We got along just fine. 
I also spent more than nine 
years traveling, and living in 
Asia. Both of my children were 
born there, a,id their mother is 
Asian. More than once I fought 
the intolerance between races in 
my village, and took some great 
risks during the 1988 riots. My 
wife was sure I would be killed 
when I went to see about the old 
Tamil couple whose house was 
torched. Lucky I appeared when 
I did, because the rioters were 
about to set the old man on fire, 
too. 
Here's my point: I have experi-
enced other cultures, and I see 
very clearly both the positive and 
negative aspects. • 
White people have treated 
black people real bad. However, 
I find it real hard, knowing what 
I know, experiencing what I've 
seen, to blame it all on the whites. 
Black-on-black crime is rampant. 
There is hardly any such thing 
as the black family anymore. How 
much good would it do for me to 
tell those black fathers to take 
some responsibility for their 
families? 
The hyphen-rag writer lists 
many depressing statistics about 
blacks, all of which I knew, thank 
you. I do not think the ijrst step 
in rectifying the matter is re-
segregating black students into 
an Afro American Center. Every 
black student I have dealt with 
at Marshall can tell you that I 
have gone out of my way to help 
them. How can people be helped 
with name-calling and segrega-
tion, blame and recrimination? 
Racism is racism. I don't care 
how much hairsplitting the 
writer cares to do. It doesn't 
matter who it comes from, _or 
whether they are "empowered" 
or not. It's wrong no matter who 
-does it. 
I would really like the writer of 
the hyphen-rag letter to -meet 
the chairman I worked with at 
the University of Arkansas at 
Pine Bluff. He is one of the most 
talented men I know. He is a 
genius and a philosopher. He is 
big. He is black. When our stu-
dents(this is a traditionally black 
school) would start" blaming 
whitey for their problems, he 
would tell them to go home and 
look in the mirror if they wanted 
to know who the problem is. 
There is so much black culture 
has given us. Please don't take 
\hatawaybyfallingpreytopara-
noid holier-than-thou persons 
who seem to be just professional 
· students, hanging on year after 
year, and changing majors when 
it comes time to graduate. 
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THE FAR SIDE By GARY-LARSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
"Well, I 'll be darned. Says here 70 percent of all 
accidents happen in the hole." 
PROWLwillhave meetingseveryTues-
day from 9-10:15 p.m. in the CCC. For 
more information call 696-2444. 
Psi Chi will have a meeting Wednes-
day in Harris Hall 342 at 1 p.m. The 
meeting is open to any who are inter-
esled. For more information call 525-
2598. 
Psi Chi will sponsor a bake sale in 
Memorial Student Center on March 25 
and 26th from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. For more 
information call 525-2598. 
Young Democrata are sponsoring a 
voter registration in Memorial Student 
Center and Colt>ly Hall through April 
13th each day from 11 am.-2 p.m. For 
more information cal 522-4240. 
News tip?? 
Call 6696 
"Well, I'm not sure If we can afford stomach 
insurance - right now we're trying to put the kids 
through the small intestine." 




Here's your chance to make your Mom famous - nominate her 
for WV Mom of the Year. Here's how: send a letter of 300 
words or less telling why this person should be Mom of U1e 
Year. Enclose your name, your Mom's name, address and 
phone number (and $5) fee to MOM USA P.O. Box 1093, 
· Huntington, WV 25714. Deadline is March 25. The WV Mom 
of the Year, held May 9, 1992 at University Holiday Inn, 
Huntington, WV, will be eligible for the national title of 
MOM USA to be held May 23, 1992. The 19n Mom USA will 
receive 2 round trip tickets to Cancun, Mexico, 5 days, 4 
nights, accommodations and sightseeing and will be 
inducted into Motherhood Hall of Fame. 




Green Draft & Pizza 
I!:_ 6-? 
Drink or Drown 9-12 
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Construction begins on the final phase 
of the Science Building, contractor says 
By Angle Dunlap 
Reporter--------
Construction has begun for 
the final phase of the Science 
Building renovations with "no 
snags and no problems." 
BUI Treacy, vice president of 
E.P. Leach and Sons Incorpo-
rated, said of the project, began 
March 2. "Everything is rw:ming 
smoothly. We are really going to 
town," Treacy said. 
Treacy said the construction 
mainly consis~ of laying out 
partitions and doing stud work. 
"The main concentration is on 
the third and fifth floors. We are 
doing the layouts right now, and 
then we will go on to the heavier 
construction work," he said. 
"We are working in sequence 
and our progress is already evi-
dent," he said. 
The company is still mobiliz-
ing equipment to make sure the 
machinery will be available when 
it is needed, Treacy said. 
"We are basically getting our 
feel around the construction site, 
trying to familiarize ourselves." 
Approximately 60 workers will 
be employed during the project's 
peak. . 
Treacy said there should be no 
change in the project's cost. 
"It's hard to predict because 
you can't anticipate the problems · 
that may arise," he said. "As of 
now, though, everything is work-
ing as planned," Treacy said. 
Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch. 
I)- .,....,_, 
:~ irf~~;~  Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you 
n ,fl'\ n + ••· •1tt, ?S 
expect them to be. Which is why you should always pack your AT&T Calling Card.• 
Its all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere._ lt's the lea, t 
expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And now. 
you could also get 10% back • on all the long distance calls you make with 
your card~ • The AT&T Calling Card** Its the best route to wherever you're going. 
Call more, save more with an AT&T Calling Card. 
Call l 800 654-0471, Ext. 59J5. 
• Must make at least S30 worth of AT&T Long Distance Cal19 with your AT&T Card per quarter Calls covered by spec,al 
AT&T pricing plans ale nOl included. 








By Elizabeth Johnson 
Reporter----- ---
Both the director of the Yeager 
Scholars and the director of the 
Honors Program resigned prior 
to a final proposal by President 
J. Wade Gilley that consolidated 
their positions. 
The proposal brings the pro-
.grams together under one direc-
tor for the Center of Excellence, 
Student/Academic Programs. 
The director would be directly 
responsible to the Office of Aca-
demic Affairs. Each program 
would maintain its faculty com-
mittee and the Yeager Program . 
would still h ave its Board of 
Directors . 
. "I think our resignations are 
good because you need to get 
so meon e wh o h a sn' t been 
through what we've been through 
this year," Dr. Marjorie L. Mcin-
erney, director of Honors Pro-
gram, said. "You need someone 
without th ose scars." 
Me1nerney s&id she is very 
pleased with the proposal and 
that the Honors Program will be 
better administratively. She said, 
"I feel we [Honors P rogram] have 
come out of this in a more equi-
table position. This [the proposall 
is simply correcting the imbal-
ance." 
Mcinerney said the proposal 
had no effect of on her decision to 
resign. She said, "I was tired 
with being put off by the admini-
stration as to what was going to 
happen." 
Mcinerney said she turned her 
resignat ion in two or three weeks 
before Dr. William N. Denman, 
director -of Yeager Scholars, re-
signed. Mclnerney said 
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Gays banned from parade 
BOSTON (AP) - Beer cans 
and obscenities were hurled at 
two dozen Irish-American homo-
sexuals who marched under their 
own banner in this city's St. 
Patrick's Day parade. In New 
York, a federal judge blocked 
efforts for gays to participate in a 
similar parade there. 
"You can't keep an Irishman 
down," Brian Thomas Callahan 
ofBoston's Irish-American Gay, 
Lesbian and Bisexual Pride Com-
mittee said Sunday as he held 
one end of the group's shamrock-
adorned banner. "Tell him no 
ap d he's nQt going to listen." 
Eight people were arrested, at 
least three on charges of taunt-
ingthe gay marchers, police said. 
No injuries were reported. 
In New York Mondays U.S. 
Tues<lay's parade if the gays 
were excluded. 
In Boston, mounted police 
acted as a buffer between march-
ers and the crowd of about 
600,000 that turned out for the 
parade sponsored by the South 
Boston Allied War Veterans 
Council. 
Motorcycle police cruised 
alongside and a police vari filled 
with officers followed behind the 
parade route through the Irish · 
enclave of South Boston. 
Some spectators tossed tiny 
firecrackers at the marchers -
not powerful enough to harm 
anyone. Other spectators 
screamed obscenities and waved 
signs with such slogans as," AIDS 
cures gays" and "Quarantine the 
queers." 
The homosexuals, wearing 
pink triangles and green carna-
tions and armed with a court 
order, responded to jeers with 
shouts of "Happy St. Patrick's 
Day." 
It was the first time in the 
Boston parade's 91-year history 
that an openly gay group 
marched under its own banner. · 
Superior Court Judge Hiller 
Zobel of Suffolk County ruled 
Wednesday that members of the 
organization had a constitutional 
right to join a public parade. 
No such disputes marred San 
Francisco's annual St. Patrick's 
parade, which drew.20,000 spec-
tators. "Gay people have no prob-
lem here," said parade director 
Renie Champagne of the United 
Irish Societies of San Francisco. 
District Judge Pierre Leval re-
fused to order the Ancient Order 
of Hibernians to let the Irish 
Lesbian & Gay Organization 
march. The Catholic fraternal 
group argued they are a private 
group with the right to exclude 
homosexuals. 
OFF CAMPUS HOUSING 
Unlike the Boston parade, the 
New York parade gets no direct 
government support, but it does 
get services such as traffic con-
trol and police protection. 
New York Mayor David Dink-
ins had said he would boycott 
~ Leasing for Summer and Fall Terms 
A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
"COME'SEE THE DIFFERENCE" 
We accommodate 150+ students. 1 to 4 bedroom units available. *Each 
bedroom has its own bathroom!! •Sun Decks *Spiral Staircases 
*Security *Extra Cl~ *Great Furniture• All utilities paid *Parking 
*Laundry *Pets allowed w/fee •Central Heat & Air •Full time staff 
THE FIONN GROUP 522-0477 
THE ONLY EASIER 
WAYTOGETA 
JOB IS TO WORK 
.FOR YOUR DAD. 
r-------------. : $5.00 Off : 
I Complete Re5lllle Package 1 
I ~ this ccq:,on at ~ipating Kiri<o's and recer.-e I 
I SSOOoff~puchose ofaC~Rr:sunePact.,ge. I 
I 
Pacir.,ges v«Y from location to location. Offer not good 
in combiration wi1h O!her discarts. , I 
I 
o,m,....,,....,,.,°""""""' 
--------~----· Make a great impression on your future boss ('Nhoever it is) with a complete resume package from Kinko's. Just give us the information and 
we' II give you a full set of professionally designed, laser typeset resumes, 
complete with matching envelopes and COM letter sheets- plus you can 
choose from a wide variety of papers, styles, typefaces and formats . . 
kinko•s· 
the copy center 
Open 24 Hours 
331 Hal Greer Blvd. • 529-611 O 
8 
Vocalist to perform Thursd·ay 
A candidate for the Master of 
Fine Arts Degree in voice will 
perform at 8 p.m. Thursday in 
Smith Recital Hall. 
Maynard has sung in Operas in-
cluding "Susannah" in 1990 and 
"'Ille Magic Flute" in 1991. 
David C. Maynard will be ac-
companied by Dr. PaulBalshaw, 
dean of the College of Fine Arts, 
on the piano and by Shayne 
Barker, a guitarist. 
He also performs with the 
Chamber Choir and University 
Chorus. · 
Active in musical ensembles, 
Maynard's recital is open to 
the public and helps fulfill re-
quirements for a master's degree 
in music. 
• COUffiE SllJDENfS 
~ MAJORING IN 
• Pre-Medicine 
Discover a challenging, 
rewarding future that puts 
you in touch with your skills. 
Today's Air Force offers ongoing· 
opportunities for professional 
development with great pay and 
benefits. normal working hours, 
complete medical and dental care, 
and 30 days vacation with pay per 
year. Learn how to qualify as an 
Air Force health professional. Call 
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Florida provided more than fun in the sun for some MU students 
Like countless others at this 
institution I spent the bulk ofmy 
spring break in the warmer cli-
mate and sunnier confines of 
Florida. 
Unlike most, however, I had a 
purpose behind my trip besides 
drunkennesss and debauchery. 
I wanted to see some spring 
training baseball games, but not 
just any games mind you. I 
wantedtoseetheNewYorkYan-
kees. 
Now to most in this area who 
are raised as die-hard Cincin-
nati Reds, that may seem like 
Apartments for Rent 





Myrtle Beach( South Carolina, is famous for its sun, 
sand and surf, but do you blow it's also a great place for 
summer earning and learning? 
You can make your beach break count by enrolling in 
summer courses at Coastal Carolina College. Whether 
wanting to get ahead or just catch up, you can accumulate 
a full semester's credits through Coastal's May semester 
and two summer sessions. Plus, you can live in our campus 
apartments for only $75 a week, and our I ob Placement 
Office will help you in your search for a summer job. 
If you're spending Spring Break in Myrtle Beach, stop 
by our Admissions Office Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. 
to 5 p.m., or call us toll-free for more information. This 
could be your best summer ever. 
803·349·2026 1·800·277•7000 
C O A S T A L C A R O L I rJ A C O L L E G E 
University of South Carolina System 
c.a.ic.•c.a.11 ........................ 11, idul• 
By Jack Bailey 
sacrilege, but to me it has been a 
life long ambition. 
I can remember as an eight-
year-old child watching Reggie 
Jackson hit three consecutive 
home runs in the 1978 World 
Series, and ever since I've been 
hooked on the pinstripes. 
Unfortunately, I had never had 
the opportunity to see them play, 
until this past spring break. 
I was so anxious to see the 
Yankees play that we decided to 
go to the game that was on the 
first Sunday of our break, March 
8 for those keeping track at home. 
The game was to be played 
against the hated cross town New 
York Mets. 
I was so excited that morning 
as we drove down to see the game 
that I filled my friend with tidbit 
after tidbit of useless Yankees 
player statistics. 
By the time we reached the 
stadium he was fully informed 
on every Yankee statistic known 
to man, right down to Don 
Mattingly's underwear size. 
The stadium looked gorgeous 
as we neared it, a virtual temple 
of baseball, and I was soon to be 
a part ofit. 
We jumped out of the car and 
ran to the first ticket office we 
saw. No one was there. Unde-
terred we continued until we 
found the main ticket window 
under the grandstand. 
As I approached the window 
my heart was all a flutter, the 
dream of a lifetime was finally 
within my grasp. 
No one was in this ticket booth 
either. Instead we found a sign 
reading "SOLD OUT' in big red 
letters. 
My heart sank to my shoes. I 
had been thrawted. 
At this point some people may 
have given up and went home, 
but not us. 
Instead we began to "case" the 
ballpark like a couple of burglars 
looking for any fence to climb 
over to get inside the park. 
We found none. The situation 
looked grave so we turned to the 
only honest alternative ... ticket 
scalpers. 
However, there were none to 
be found, so we had to resort to 
wandering around the park 
shouting -i'wo tickets, we need 
two tickets." 
Finally, after accousting what 
seemed like at least five hundred 
people we got the two tickets. 
My friend paid $20 for an $8 
seat, and I paid $15 for a $5 seat. 
Once we got in the park it 
seemedalmostanti-climatic. The 
Yankees beat the Mets 6-0 and I 
got to see my favorite team close 
up and personal. 
But the real game that day 
wasn't played on the field. It was 
played outside the stadium in 
trying to get in. 
And that is a game I'll remem-
ber for the rest of my days. 
Jack Bailey, Kenna senior, is editor 
of The Parthenon 
At your Marshall University Bookstore 
Payment Plans Avaitabieaailalia 
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1992 March madness won't be as kind to Duke 
For college basketball fans, Sunday 
night was heaven. The 64 best teams i(l 
the nation were named to the NCAA 
tournament and March Madness officially 
began. 
There were a few sur-
prises in the selections and 
pairings. First, Wisconsin-
Green Bay is conspicuosly 
absent from the field of 64 
with a 25-4 record and an 
impressive showing in last 
Anthony year's tournament. · 
Hanshew I can excuse the selection 
committee for missing a 
team here and there because many teams 
are deserving of a bid and the process of 
choosing among them is difficult. How-
ever, the committee really missed the 
boat when it divided the teams into the 
four regions. 
The East and Midwest regions are far 
too easy for the top seeds. Duke and 
Kansas won't face a severe test until the 
regional fin.is. Arkansas (the three seed 
in the midwest) can defeat Kansas, but 
inconsistency has plagued the Razorbacks 
all season. Kentucky (number two in the 
East) is the Blue Devils only obstacle 
from making the final four for the fifth 
consecutive year. 
On the other hand, the Southeast is by 
far the toughest region of the tourney. 
Number one seed Ohio State faces a long 
road that should begin with a second 
round matchup with Big East power 
Connecticut. Arizona, North Carolina, 
Alabama and Michigan also are in this 
lopsided region. St. John's (19-10) fea-
tures one of the top players in the nation 
with Malik Sealy and it received only a 
seven seed in the Southeast. 
The West has the right mix of national 
powers and newcomers to the tourna-
ment. UCLAandlndianastandoutasthe 
top teams in the field, but lurking in the 
middle of the pack are upset minded 
Georgetown and LSU. 
I'm sure most of you are entered in half 
a dozen pools, so I thought I would share 
my wisdom(?) with you and try to win you 
. the respect of your friends (I would say 
win you some money, but that would 
involve gambling for money and that's 
wrong). Starting in the East, I don't see 
many possibilites for upsets. Seton Hall 
could give Duke a scare in the third round, 
but no one in the East is strong enough to 
keep the Blue Devils out of Minneapolis. 
Duke will romp Kentucky in the regional 
final for the trip to the final four. Oh, and 
an extra note for all you WVU fans out 
there ... big loss in the first round. Gale 
Catlett will prove once again that he can't 
take his team deep into the tournament, 
regardless of how much talent he has. 
The West should provide some of the 
best early round games. LSU and Brigham 
Young is an excellent first round match up. 
Shaquille O'N eal will lead the Tigers past 
BYU and set a second round game with 
the number two seed Indiana. The Hoo-
siers should escape this early test and go 
on to defeat UCLA to win the West. 
That leaves the defending champion 
Blue Devils against Bobby Knight's Hoo-
siers in the Final Four. It should be a 
classic, but I like Indiana in the upset. 
After the heartbreaking loss, Duke stars 
and rumored friends Christian Laettner 
and Brian Davis will come out of the 
closet and give each other a big wet one on 
CBS. 
Upsets should abound in the Midwest 
and Southeast regions. In the Midwest, 
Houston should be a sleeper. The tenth 
seeded Cougars will knock off the number 
Baseball team struggles. over break 
Spring break saw two Herd 
teams end its seasons and three 
more trying to find a groove as its 
seasons begin. 
The men's basketball team 
ended its season in Johnson City 
with a loss to UT-Chattanooga in 
the second round of the South-
em Conference Tournament. 
16 point loss to the Paladins in 
The Herd's regular season finale. 
The Lady Herd got a surpris-
ing early exit from their SC tour-
nament. Western Carolina up-
set the third seeded Lady Herd 
59-58 to end a 19 game losing 
streak to Marshall. 
Marshall 29-1 Sunday to com-
plete the three game sweep. 
The tennis team went 3-3 over 
the break to open its season. The 
Lady Herd defeated Evansville, 
Georgia Southern and Austin 
Peay. Gunda Pristauz-Telsnigg 
had a 5-1 singles record. 
The golf team placed seventh 
Sunday at the 17-team East 
Carolina Invitational. 
two seed USC Trojans in the second round. 
Arkansas will end Houston's dreams of a 
Final Four visit and meet Kansas in the 
regional final. The Jayhawks look strong 
enough to survive Arkansas coach Nolan 
Richardson's "forty minutes of Hell" and 
return to the Final Four. 
This leaves the strongest and most 
competitive region, the Southeast. Before 
you read these picks I want to answer a 
question I know will be asked ... No, I'm 
not drunk. 
I see plenty of upsets in this region, 
beginning in the first round with my upset 
special of the tournament. Fifteenth 
seeded Georgia Southern (welcome to the 
Southern Conference next year) will de-
featthe numbertwo seed OklahomaState. 
Sorry Buckeye fans, but I don't think 
Ohio State will be around for long either. 
The top seeded Buckeyes will fall to 
Connecticut in the second round . 
The upsets continue into the regional 
semifinals when St. John's will eliminate 
third seeded Arizona. I predict this mess 
will finally be solved with Alabama de-
feating St. John's in the final. 
See TOURNEY, Page 11 
The Herd did manage to finish 
the year on a positive note as 
Marshall pulled off the upset of 
the tournament by knocking off 
the third seeded Furman in the 
first round. The win avenged a 
The baseball team found life in 
the Southern Confernece tough 
as it struggled through a six game 
losing streak. The Herd dropped 
three game series to Georgia 
Southern and Western Carolina. 
The Catamounts romped 
TANNING SPECIAL 
1 month unlimited 
The Herd finshed 26 shots off 
Old Dominions' first place score. 
Bill Hutchenson led Herd golfers 
with an eighth place finish. Our contribution to your 
economic re~~~·JJ_ 
ow (,dd (;ut 
C. 
tanning ...... $45 
Purchase Paul Mitchell 
Tanning Accelerator & 
receive a FREE gift 
1 O Tans for $25 
Signatures 
HAIR AND NAIL DESIGN 1112 4TH AVE. 897-4247 
Offer good ofthe following locations only: 
We honor any coupon from any Subway store at these 2 locations. 
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From page 10 
Unfortunately, the Tide won't 
have much left for the Final Four. 
In order to get to Minneapolis, 
Alabama will have to go through 
Stanford, North Carolina, Con-
necticut and the winner of the 
bottom half of the bracket . 
This should make the Tide easy 
pickings for the veteran Jay-
hawks. Kansas will romp Ala-
bama and move into its second 
straight tournament final. 
.ll!lJ:P..iMl!l~ ... .... J .. ······ ................... . 
2)l.8;@61 
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Indiana vs. Kansas. Both are 
experienced teams who played 
in the two toughest conferences 
in college basketball. 
Kansas won the Big Eight 
regular season and tournament 
championships. The Jayhawks 
feature a strong pressure defense 
which limited opponents to 41 
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RITTER PARK One Bedroom, furnished 
garage apartment, carpeted, off street 
parking. Available May 1. One quiet, 
mature, non-smoker preferred.CALL 
522·3187 
PARKING AVAILABLE Reasonable 
lh Ave & Elm SI. area. CALL 429-2369 
r 522·2369 after 5. 
NEAR MU One Br apart-
ment. Central Heat $250/Mo. plus utili• 
ties. CALL 525-8674 
MAPLE & BUFFINGTON ARMS Apts. 
Partially furnished, 2 BR, All electric. 
Next to campus 529·6453 
PARKING SPACES for rent 
1/2 block from campus 429-2611 
NEXT TO CAMPUS 2 BR. Furnished, All 
electric. From $270 Mo. 
Parking $25.00 Mo. 522-8461 
NEAR MU CAMPUS Executive Hou 
Apts. 1 BR Furnished or Unfurnishe 
$350/mo. CALL 522-8192 
APARTMENT for rent near MU campus. 
Furnished , 2 BR , utilities paid. Available 
now CALL 522-4780 
$3.00 per 20 words 
10 cents extra for every word 
over 20. 
696-3346 
EXTRA INCOME 92 Earn $200·$500 
weekly mailing 1992 travel brochures 
For more information send stamped, 
addressed envelopeto: ATW Travel, 
P.O. Box 430780, Miami FL 33143 
ALASKA JOBS ex. $1000+/wk, room, 
board,.airfare fishing, educattion, weekly 
info and more. Secure Alaskan job or 
100% refund. $14.95 ALASKEMP Box 
1236·FD Corvallis Or 97339 
NANNY Up lo $400 per week. Live in 
jobs. East coast, Florida, Chicago. 
Many benefits. Minimum 1 year. 1-800· 
722-4453 
HIRING $500 weekly working from 
home Rush business size self•ad• 
dressed stamped envelope Prestige 
Enterprise 633 Franklin Ave STE 141· 
MU Nutley NJ 07110 
CRUISE JOBS 
Cruise lines now hiring. Earn $2,000+ 
per month working on cruise ships. 
World travel! Holiday, Summer and 
Full-time employment available. For 
Employment Program CALL 1-206· 
545-4155 Ext C421 
( 
8} l..cUl'ile (18-10) ........ 
Tem ···;;_ .... ~................ .~.~ .~J!?.:!.~L. 
~ 26 t.:!l.!?!.~.\~ ........... . 
Indiana lost the Big Ten cham-
pionship Sunday in a loss to 
Purdue. The loss actually helped 
the Hoosiers, who wound up in a 
more favorable region than Big 
Ten champ Ohio State. 
f 
.... .............. ........ _1_~ N. M. Sia-. (23-7) _ 
..................... 4 Cldnma (21-8) 
Albu N M 
. r;;;·;:;~·;;;~· .. ..... Bobby Knight is due for a na-tional title. Calbert Chaney arid 
Damon Bailey will give Knight 
his third championship and make 
a prophet out of yours truly. Call 
your bookies. I guarantee it. 
querque, . . 
March 26 & 28 .. ~.~~J~.~ .... . 
C .11)Sooi1Fla..(19-9) .. .. 
{
..................... /L~.~~J~?.! ....... .. 
· ., 14) Mon-(27-3) 
t .................... Bol~cil~ho ·::;;·~sui·;~j ........ : .. ~~::: 
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..................... .J 2) lrd-(Z3-6) 
Anthony Hanshew, Meadow Bridge 
senior, is sports editor for The 
Parthenon 
LAST YEAR $17 million in profits went 
to college students who participated in 
our summer program. Last year over 
90% of the students using our place· 
men\ service found career jobs. CALL 1 • 
800-862·2995 
BASEBALL BUS TRIPS April 17-19 
Detroit at Baltimore Opening Weekend 
Camden Yards $125.00.May 22·25 
Oakland at Boston $205.00. No smok-
ing or alchohol on bus. Contact Rusty 
Casto 304·755-2431 or 755·GOWV. 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE. Everyone 
qualifies. We guarantee you will re-
ceive money from our sources. CALL 
1-800-USA 1221 Ex!. 2607. 
HEADING FOR EUROPE? Jet there 
anytime for $169. with AIRHITCH! 
(Reported in Lets Go and NY Times) 
CALL AIRHITCH 212-864·2000 
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 .00 
(U Repair). Delinquent tax property. 
Repossessions. Your area 1·805-962· 
8000 EXT. GH-10783 for current list. 
GAE REVIEW BOOKS $5 Ea.; 
Textbooks, Pre•Med & Medical $8 Ea.; 
Black Leather Dr's bag $10; Blood 
Pressure Cuff, Tycos, Dr. Owned $20 
CALL 525-2035 
NINE INCH COLOR TV $90. and 
Microwave Oven $80.00. CALL Cindy 
526-9189 or 522-6976 Lv. messa . 
l.. ................... ...... c~)_~~tein. '•~ (1.?.:).3) 
AP 
2106 5th Ave. . 
'The Student Cente~' · ,. 
Pick up your copy of The Parthenon here and 
look for our ad each Tuesday 
*************************************'-
iS..A BBQ I 
fSUPERAMERICA® PLATI'ER a 
: SuperAmerica Group Inc. Includes: 4 Pot. Logs & Slaw * 
i . $ 39 i 
~ * 
: 1531 6th Ava. : - • 
: Huntington, WV : J 
: SUBSIDIARY OF ASHLAND OH •• INC. : 
t Offer ends March 31st 1992 · : 
"\*****************************tt•tt••l 
IMPRESSIONS THE PARTHENON Tuesday. March 17, 1992 
Is it really the luck of the Irish, after all? 
By Nerissa Young 
Reporter-----------
T he wearin' o' the green and the drinkin' o' the beer characterize 
the American celebration of St. 
Patrick's Day, according to Dr. Bill 
Palmer, associate professor ofhistory. 
Patrick eventually became a bishop 
and iook a missionary group to Ireland. 
The Druids were the dominant reli-
gious sect when Patrick arrived. They 
worshipped the nature gods, offered sac-
rifices and foretold the future. Patrick 
· went throughout Ireland spreading Chris-
tianity. 
tain first to 
leave. Patrick built a box and invited the Patrick's leadership, pagan holidays be-
serpent into it. The serpent said it was too came linked to Christian holidays. 
small, but Patrick said it wasn't. They According to Barth, Easter and St. 
argued, and finally, the serpent said he Patrick's Day took the place of ancient 
would prove it was too small by getting pagan springtime rituals. 
into it. When he did, Patrick slammed the In Ireland, St. Patrick's Day came to 
lid closed and threw the box in the ocean. symbolize the beginning of spring. Farm-
Accordingto Barth, other legends involve ers planted their grain and moved their 
the Druids. Patrick supposedly turned cattle to summer pasture. 
· their fertile fields into St. Patrick's Day is a day of national 
Patrick, the patron saint of Ireland, 
gained fame as the monk who brought 
Christianity to Ireland in the fifth cen-
tury, Palmer said. 
P atrick would visit the tribal· chief-
explain heaven --~-... bogs, took the fish from unity for all Irish. According to 
their rivers, kept their Barth,"Today, in the United States, there 
kettles from ever boil- are more people of Irish descent than 
ingandcausedtheearth there are in Ireland." 
Three centuries before Patrick's time, 
the Roman Empire conquered Britain 
and established the Roman church and 
state in Ireland, according to "Sham-
rocks, Harps, and Shillelaghs," by Edna 
Barth. 
Patrick's father, Calpurnius, worked 
for the Roman government in Britain. 
The official language was Latin, the lan-
guage of the Roman Catholic Church. 
Patrick's English surname was Suc-
cat, meaning clever in war. His first 
name . was Maewyn. In his writings, 
Maewyn referred ofhimselfas patricius, 
meaning well-born in Latin. Patrick ·is 
the English form of patricius, Barth 
wrote. 
While still a teenager, Patrick and 
some of his family were kidnapped by 
Irish raiders. He was enslaved six years 
as a sheepherder. 
In his Confession, Patrick wrote that 
he had not been a devoted Christian as a 
young man. He felt that his kidnapping 
was God's punishment. While a slave, he 
took comfort in his Christianity. 
Patrick wrote that a voice in a dream 
urged him to meet a waiting ship. He did, 
and returned home to Britain. In an at-
tempt to make up his missed education, 
Patrick studied several years in Europe. 
Where he studied is unknown. 
Barth wrote that in 431 AD., the 
Roman pope sent a bishop named Palla-
dius as a missionary to Ireland. Palla-
dius failed in his attempt to convert the 
pagan Irish. 
and hell and to bap-
tize the chieftain ifhe 
believed. Once the 
chieftain was con-
verted, the rest ofthe 
tribe usually followed. 
Patrick would then 
ask for ground on 
which to 'build a 
church. According to 
Barth, he was suc-
cessful because he 
combined Druid and 
Christian customs. 
Many Druids were 
later converted and gave Patrick the nick-
name of Old Shaved Head. 
Patrick built his home and church head-
quarters in Ulster. When he first came to 
Ireland, Patrick brought the Bible and 
other sacred books. As Europe entered 
the "Dark Ages," Roman culture flour-
ished in Ireland because Patrick taught 
the citizens to read and write. Ireland was 
never under Roman rule and, therefore, 
didn't suffer when the Roman empire fell . 
In fact, according to Barth, missionaries 
trained in Ireland to go to Europe aft.er 
the Dark Ages. 
"Ancient Cures, Charms, and Usages 
of Ireland," by Lady Wilde, also credits 
Patrick with establishing schools, 
churches, and monasteries where the Irish 
were taught Latin. 
Several legends are recounted about 
Patrick, the most famous of which was his 
expulsion of serpents from Ireland. Barth 
wrote of one old serpent who refused to 
to open up and swallow According to Palmer, when Irish immi-
them. grants came to America in the 19th cen-
Wilde related a tury they brought their customs with 
story of Patrick's arri- them. 
val in Ireland as a mis- The Irish were so successful in trans-
sionary. A dense ring of • planting St. Patrick's Day, that it is now 
demons circled the is- more celebrated in America than in Ire-
land. Patrick subdued land. 
them. Wilde ·noted that The first American celebration, out-
of all the doctrines Pat- side of church sponsorship, was in Boston 
rick preached, forgive- in 1737. It was sponsored by the Irish 
ness of injuries was the Charitable Society. 
hardest for the Irish to accept, "and the Barth wrote tha( by the 1850s, St. 
nation in this respect seems unchanged to Patrick's Day parades were held in Bos-
this day." ton, Philadelphia, Atlanta and Cleveland. 
Perhaps she was alluding to the fric- Los Angeles started its parade in the 
tion between northern and southern Ire- 1870s. 
land. Parades are now held in 30 of the 50 
A 
nother legend recounted by.Wilde states, Barth wrote, with the largest 
involvedthepaganfestivalofBaal. taking place in New York City. 
No fires were to be lit before the M arch 17 marks the day that Pat-
king's fire. Patrick, undaunted, lit a fire. rick died. In the Catholic church, 
Its light was seen· throughout the coun- that is the most important day of 
. tryside.Theking,realizinghisroyalorder a person's life, according to Rev. H. W. 
had been disobeyed, sent men to kill Moore of St. Joseph's Church. 
:eairickandhisfollowers. Patrickcovered A person's iWthly death is cause for 
them in darkness and they were too afraid celebration because the person enters the 
of his powers to carry out the king's order. next life, Moore said. 
WildealsoreferredtowhenPatrickap- Rev. Joseph Peterson, of Our Lady of . 
peared in the royal court. His preaching Fatima Church, said that· the Catholic 
converted the queen. He explained the Church observes St. Patrick's Day with a 
mystery of the Trinity to her using the feast. Local -celebrations are observed in 
shamrock, now Ireland's national syrn- churches with a strong Irish contingent, 
bol. so not all Catholic churches plan special 
When Christianity spread under activities. 
Can you hold onto a blade of grass without falling off the earth? 
By Ronn Roblrison and Tony Pierro 
Reporters------- --- -
the celebration. at Macintosh's. In addi-
tion, the restaurant will serve com beef, 
cabbage and Irish potato pancakes. 
If you plan to party tonight, you won't Mycroft's:TocelebrateSt. Patrick's day, 
have to kiss the Blarney Stone to get Mycroft's plans a tie-in with Marshall's 
"lucky" at local bars. · Green and White football scrimmage Sat-
Several bars and restaurants in Hunt- urday. 
ington are prom.oting specials ranging Tonight, the bar will offer patrons the 
from green beer to an expense-paid trip to traditional green beer and door prizes. 
Hilton Head, S.C. . Manager Ty Neal said happy hour will 
Below are the St. Patrick's Day celebra- remain the same, from 2 to 7 p.m., with 
tion plans of normal prices in effect. Saturday, a pre-
some area es- game lunch special will begin at 11 a.m. 
t a b l i s h - featuring special menu prices. 
ments. Oliver's: Those who choose to celebrate 
Macintosh's: here will do so with green beer, decora-
Green beer, tions, green cupcakes and happy hour 
decorations, prices all day. 
hats, lepre- . Oliver's will serve corn beef and cab-
chaun ears bage, potato soup and bro.ccoli. Starting 
and Irish at happy hour (4:30 to 6:30 p.m.) the 
music will be restaurant will provide a buffet at the 
included in bar. 
Robby's: Marketing Director Stephen 
~harkey said his club plans several events 
to celebrate St. Patty's Day. 
Among the specials being offered are 
green beer and 14-ounce drafts for $1. 
The club, decorated green, will give away 
. a trip for two to Hilton Head, S.C. The 
trip, to be given away during the 4 to 8 
p.m. happy hour, will be awarded to the 
male or female judged t(? be wearing the 
best Irish costume. 
The Union: 32-ounce mugs of Killians 
Red will be sold for $3 with refills costing 
$1. This special continues all night. 
The Warehouse: -rhe main focus of our 
celebration will be between 4 and 9 p.m., 
our happy hour," owner Dirk Harrison 
said. 
Huntington's newest night cl:ub plans 
to offer special prices on green mixed 
drinks, such as "Irish Eyes," and green 
beer. The bar will be decorated with an 
Irish motif. 
The Parthenon staff wishes you a 
safe and· happy Saint Patrick's Day 
